
[20 min]CRAFT
Masterpiece Mirror Frames

Supplies
Bible
thin cardboard or card stock (recycled food packaging works well)
scissors
duct tape in a variety of colors
stickers, stick-on gems, or other decorating supplies
permanent markers
1 mirror or cellphone

Easy Prep
Make a sample craft to show kids.
Precut frames for kids ages 7 and under.

 
Make Mirror Frames
            Say: God is creative, so you’re creative! Let’s use our creativity!
            Show kids the sample craft you made. Set out supplies to share, and have kids follow these instructions
to make mirror frames.

Cut a large rectangle out of cardboard or card stock. (It should be slightly bigger than your face.)
Cut out the inside of the rectangle, leaving a roughly 1-inch frame.
Cover the frame with fun colors and patterns of duct tape. (Younger kids will need help tearing duct tape, so leaders
can rip several pieces and hang them from the table for kids to use.)
Add stickers, gems, and other decorations.
Somewhere on the frame, write “Masterpiece.”

 
Take Selfies
            Read Ephesians 2:10. Say: When you get home, you can tape this frame on your mirror.
Whenever you look at your reflection, the frame can be a reminder that God is creative and he showed
his creativity in how he made you—his masterpiece!

Have kids take turns holding their frames up to a mirror and looking at their reflections.
Alternatively, the frames can be used for fun selfies! Kids can hold their frames in front of their faces and take group
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selfies.

 
Talk About It
            Ask: • What did you do to make your frame creative?
            • What’s something creative about the way God made you?
            Say: God is creative, and he’s so creative that he made each of us different! But even though
we’re all different, we’re all his masterpieces. That’s because we’re made in his image. Thanks for using
your God-given creativity to make such fun frames!
            Have kids take their frames home and hang them on their mirrors or use them for selfies with friends
and family as a reminder that God is creative and made them creatively.
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